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Flight Operations Specialists will be trained at IGU
Flight Operations Management Program of Istanbul Gelisim University Vocational School was
authorized by the General Directorate of Civil Aviation (SHGM) for the “Flight Operations
Specialist Training”. In this way, the graduates of the related department will be entitled to
take the SHGM exams by getting a certificate from the university without going to any flight
training course.
Istanbul Gelisim University which holds the title of being the university with the most
accredited programs in Turkey due to its 53 accredited programs from Europe, was awarded
the certificate authority for "Flight Operations Specialist (Dispatcher) Training". IGU became
the second institution of higher education in Turkey have this certificate authority. In this way,
graduates will have the right to take exams at the General Directorate of Civil Aviation (SHGM)
without going to any expensive dispatcher course for 3 months.
WHO IS THE FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALIST (DISPATCHER)?
Flight Operations Specialist; makes all the necessary flight plans for the realization of the
flights firstly and follows the flight throughout the flight. He is the person who is licensed by
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation and at any stage of the flight, in order to ensure the
safe and effective flight of the pilot in the light of the request of the responsible pilot or the
information received, informs the flight team, follows the flight to transfer the information
about the flight to the required units, ensures that the information about the emergency
situation (sabotage, accident, hijacking, etc.) is transmitted to the required units. Flight
Operations Specialists ensure that aircraft are prepared to take off as quickly and safely as
possible. They assist in bringing together all of the different operations and services associated
with the preparation of any aircraft in flight at the right time and in the right order, allowing
the aircraft to take off at the allocated time.
Flight Operations Specialists; by following the activities covering cleaning, refueling, and
baggage and cargo loading operations, they are closely engaged and acted with cabin crew
and aircraft technicians to ensure they are ready to take off. They use a wide range of
technologies from operational planning tools to electronic systems to maintain contact with
all different service providers. Flights are required at all hours of the day and require a shift
working system. Flight operations experts find jobs in the passenger/cargo companies'
representation/supervision positions.
PRACTICE TRAININGS
The students in the Flight Operations Management program will complete their training by 4
hours flight with Airbus A320-200 or Boeing B737-800 Aircraft Simulators at IFTC Company,
which is contracted by Istanbul Gelisim University. The students will be given a certificate by
the company after the flight trainings.
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IGU organizes award ceremony for cinema workers
Turkey's first "Respect Award for the Art Directors and Cinematographers" ceremony
sponsored by Türvak Movie Theater Museum for the venue and the press, and organized by
the Istanbul Gelisim University will take place on Friday, December 14 in Türvak Movie Theater
Museum.
Workers who are behind the camera as art director and cinematographer for more than 30
years are given the Professional Service Award by Istanbul Gelisim University and Istanbul
Studies Application and Research Center.
The award aims to create awareness about professional and artistic direction in the
professional sense and to provide recognition of the artists who have served in this field for
many years. The ceremony will be attended by artists who have performed their profession in
TV series, advertisements, stage work and cinema with success.
Art directors who will receive awards at the ceremony are:
“Annie G. Pertan, Bengi Bugay, Deniz Özen, Duygu Sağıroğlu, Erol Keskin, Gül Oğuz, Gürel
Yontan, Metin Deniz, Mustafa Ziya Ülkenciler, Nihal Koldaş, Türkan Kafadar, Yudum Yontan,
Zepür Hanımyan”
Cinematographers are as follows:
“Ali Engin, Ali Utku, Ali Yaver Ataer, Aytekin Çakmakçı, Cengiz Tacer, Colin Mounier, Çetin
Tunca, Ender Turgut, Erdoğan Engin, Erdoğan Ererez, Ertunç Şenkay, Erhan Canan Feridun
Kete, Halil Kırlangıç, Hüseyin Ererez, Hüseyin Özşahin, Jurgen Jurgens, Kaya Ererez, Mehmet
Gün, Mustafa Kuzu, Rafet Şiriner, Sedat Ülker, Süha Kapkı, Tangör Toydemir, Uğur İçbak, Ümit
Ardabak, Vecihi Ener, Erdal Kahraman, Orhan Oğuz, Selçuk Taylaner, Ümit Gülsoy”.

Gastronomy students attended to Sirha Istanbul
Istanbul Gelisim University SAS Department of Gastronomy students and lecturers
participated in Sirha Istanbul held in Istanbul Congress Center.
In the Sirha Istanbul a distinguished and comprehensive organization at the international level
for restaurants, hotels and catering professionals attended by Asst. Prof. Ismail Hakkı Tekiner,
Lecturers Ibrahim Levent Demircakmak, Tolgahan Tabak, Murat Mutlu Tokay and Oğuzhan
Köklü, students had the opportunity to get detailed information about the products of
companies producing cooking technologies, and together with the instructors and company
representatives to see closely the equipment they will use in the future.
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The Head of Department of Gastronomy at IGU SAS Asst. Prof. İsmail Hakkı Tekiner said that
it is important for students to participate in such professional activities as they have the
opportunity to work with chefs and experts.

“Kaaba Dreams” exhibition is open
Head of Restoration and Conservation Department of Istanbul Gelisim University Prof. Dr. Erol
Kılıç opened his painting exhibition called 'Kaaba Dreams'. Kılıç said: "Depictions of the Kaaba
are designed on each surface from prayer rugs to tiles".
25 works by the Head of Restoration and Conservation Department of Istanbul Gelisim
University Prof. Dr. Erol Kılıç was presented to art lovers in the exhibition at Zeytinburnu
Culture and Art Center.
The Mayor of Zeytinburnu Murat Aydın, Chairman of the Board of Trustees Abdulkadir Gayretli
of Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) and many guests attended the opening ceremony of the
exhibition.
Forcing all patterns of tradition, Kılıç combines mystical images with calligraphic forms to
create a new understanding, and uses the symbolic meanings of search for understanding of
infinity and existing with eternity. The cultural symbolic traces of the Seljuks and the Ottomans
come to life again in the works produced by the artist in recent years. In the 'Kaaba Dreams'
exhibition of the artist Erol Kılıç, the descriptions of the Kaaba, which are not formed according
to the optical view, are depicted according to traditional miniature rules or show
topographical features.

“JOURNEY OF THE KAABA DREAMS”
Explaining how the idea of exhibition emerged Prof. Dr. Kılıç expressed: "Depictions of the are
Kaaba designed on each surface from prayer rugs to tiles. The figures of the Kaaba were
definitely included in the manuscripts, the power of pilgrimage, and the pilgrimage certificates
given by the sheikhs to the dervishes who will take the duty. In the topographical pictures
where the journey to the Kaaba is described, we also see the depictions of the Kaaba. While
depicting the Kaaba, we can see that the Masjid al-Haram and Masjid al-Nabawi are also
depicted. In almost every home, a depiction of the Kaaba existed either hanging on the wall
or on paper with hard copies or under-glass pictures. Kaaba is not only depicted in the
pictures; there are countless stories about the Kaaba and the journey to the Kaaba in the
poems and stories. We grew up with these narratives in our childhood and it took part in our
memories. Kaaba is the dream of all of us and it is our qiblah. The holy projections of the Kaaba
take place with their reflections on our hearts rather than the way they are portrayed. In my
pictures depicting Kaaba, I tried to create a unique picture language by forcing the limits of
paint plasticity. While trying to keep continuity between the past and today due to the
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responsibility of being a contemporary artist, it is a journey of Kaaba dreams with paint
plasticity”.
The paintings in the exhibition are mainly depictions of the Kaaba due to the concept. The
artist, who makes references to Sufism, brings together the mystical aesthetic language that
Seljuk and Ottoman art has created over the centuries, and enables to revive with the
contemporary artist’s creative features. In the exhibition, the artist presents a selection of
topics on Kaaba and Sufism in his paintings.
GAYRETLI: WE HAVE PERFORMED THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL ART WORKSHOP
Emphasizing the importance given to art and artist Gayretli expressed: “In recent months, we
have organized the International Art Workshop by our university in Alanya, Antalya. We are
planning to open an exhibition of the works that emerged during the workshop attended by
60 artists from 17 countries in Istanbul Gelisim University, this month”

Panel on World Human Rights Day was organized at IGU
Istanbul Gelişim University School of Health Sciences, Department of Social Service organized
a panel entitled “A Holistic View of Human Rights” on World Human Rights Day.
Ministry of Family, Labor and Social Services Istanbul Provincial Deputy Director Ali Fuat
Karaman, Beşiktaş Municipality Social Service Specialist Mehmet Ali Şahin, Faculty member of
the Istanbul University Cerrahpaşa Faculty of Health Sciences Social Services Department Asst.
Prof. Taner Artan and Bakırköy Mental Health and Nervous Diseases Training and Research
Hospital Social Service Specialist Fatih Kılıçarslan participated as a speaker at the panel.
In the first session of the panel, which was held in the IGU Faculty of Fine Arts Conference Hall
and moderated by Lecturer Betül Çolak, topics on "Human Rights and Social Work" and
"Children's Rights and Social Work" were discussed.
Mehmet Ali Şahin, Social Services Expert of Beşiktaş Municipality, made statements about the
emergence of the concept of human rights and the place of human rights in international
legislation, and mentioned the situation of human rights at national level in our country,
prevention of violations of rights and works that could be carried out at this point.
In the speech he has made about the situation of children's rights and the violations of rights
faced in Turkey, Mr. Ali Fuat Karaman, Deputy Provincial Director of the Ministry of Family,
Labor and Social Services in Istanbul, gave information about the national level policies
implemented in the name of child's neglect and abuse. He also shared the current service
models and the legal basis of these models.
In the second session of the panel, topics on the "Rights of the Elderlies and Social Work" and
"Patient Rights and Social Service", the process of emergence of the rights of elderlies and the
concept of abuse of elderlies, the problems faced by the elderly in their daily life and the
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suggestions for solutions were talked by Asst. Prof. Taner Artan. He also, gave information
about the strategies developed at the international and national level for old age rates.
Fatih Kılıçarslan, speaking in the field of Patient Rights and Social Service, the emergence of
the social work profession in hospitals, the emergence of the concept of patient rights and the
social service practices carried out in the unit of patient rights at the national level in our
country, talked on the solutions that can be produced in order to increase the functionality of
the service models being implemented.
At the end of the panel, the Director of the School of Health Services Asst. Prof. Dr. A. Yüksel
Barut and the Head of Social Services Department Asst. Prof. Dr. Derya Kavgaoğlu presented
plaques to all the speakers.

Interview with award-winning documentary director
Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School hosted Muhammed Beyazdağ, the director of the
documentary films called “Zarok” and “Çirok”, about child brides and grooms.
The academicians and students of the university showed great interest in the documentaries
which won the first prize in the category of the most awarded documentaries of the year,
which brought the child bride and child groom phenomenon into the discussion and
dimensioned by one to one interviews.
In the event organized by the Head of Photography and Cameramanship Department Lect. Elif
Taşdemir, after the documentary films were presented interview with director Muhammed
Beyazdağ was held.
Stating that documentary films were made within the scope of the documentary project in the
third year of his license of Radio, TV, Cinema Beyazdağ said that Women's Association of Muş
mediated to reach child brides for the “Zarok” and the film received many awards in the year
of production.
At the end of the event, where many questions were directed to the director Beyazdağ a
plaque of appreciation was presented to him on behalf of the university by Lect. Elif Taşdemir.

The awards of “Zarok” are as follows:





13th Short-ca Film Festival, Documentary Branch, Best Documentary Film Award. 2013
25th Aydın Doğan Foundation, Young Communicators Competition, Visual Branch,
Documentary Branch, Documentary Branch, Second Prize. 2013
6th TRT Documentary Film Competition, National Amateur Category, Istanbul Şehir
University Special Award. 2014
25th Ankara Film Festival, Documentary Branch, Second Prize. 2014
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17th 1001 Documentary Film Festival, 101 Selection Best Documentary Film Award.
2014
2nd Altın Çınar Film Festival, National Documentary Film, Jury Special Award. 2014
2nd SETEM Academy BAK Awards, Documentary Branch, Jury Special Award. 2014
9th Datça Golden Almond Cinema and Culture Festival, 4th Datça National
Documentary Film Competition, Honorable Mention Award. 2014
7th İnönü University Short Film Festival, Documentary Branch, Jury Special Award.
2014
4th Okan University Student Films Short Film Competition, Documentary Branch, Jury
Special Award. 2014
10th Snow Film Festival, Documentary Branch, Third Prize. 2014

The awards of “Çirok” are as follows:








26th Istanbul Short Film Festival, National Competition, Documentary Branch, Best
Film Award. 2014
7th TRT Documentary Film Competition, National Professional Category, T.R. Ministry
of Culture and Tourism Special Award. 2015
26th Aydın Doğan Young Communicators Competition, Visual Branch, Documentary
Branch, Third Prize. 2014
14th !f Istanbul Film Festival, !f Short, Attendance Rating, Third Place. 2015
6th Okan University, Short Film Competition, Documentary Branch, First Prize. 2016
1st Bursa Short Film Competition, Documentary Branch, Mention Award. 2016
1st Tarık Dursun Short Film Competition Jury Special Award 2017

Famous Chef made different presentations with traditional tastes
Istanbul Gelisim University SAS Gastronomy department hosted Executive Chef Ismail Geyik
who is awarded by CVK Hotels Taksim, Lanouba Restaurant ve Au Terrace Bar.
Chef Ismail Geyik who applies traditional tastes from a very different perspective by using
world food preparation methods, in the event organized by Lect. Ibrahim Levent
Demirçakmak, served dinner with students.
Chef Geyik prepared the traditional flavors of Turkish cuisine beans and rice pilaf with a
different approach with the students. He also stated that it is important to preserve the
traditional tastes and methods in a city in the cradle of civilizations such as Istanbul, as well as
the presentation of these outstanding tastes to the guests in many different nationalities.
At the end of the event, a plaque of appreciation was presented to Chef Ismail Geyik, by the
Head of Department of Gastronomy at SAS Asst. Prof. Ismail Hakkı Tekiner on behalf of the
university.
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IGU disseminates its education throughout the country
Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) carries the trainings that it has given with Continuous
Education Center throughout the country. The lessons will be given by the Expert Psychologist
Şebnem Karaoğlu in the ‘Training of Trainer Program’.
In a statement made from IGU, it is reported that the trainings carried out by the Continuing
Education Center under university assurance disseminated throughout the country. IGU
Antalya Representative Office is launching ‘Training of Trainer Program’, which will contribute
to the performance of students, schools and institutions. The training will be given by the
expert psychologist Şebnem Karaoğlu.
Emphasizing that educators play the most important role in human investment, Exp.
Psychologist Şebnem Karaoğlu, stated that the development of the talent and competencies
of the trainer will contribute to the performance of the students, schools and institutions.
“SUCCESS IS POSSIBLE WITH QUALIFIED HUMAN POWER”
Expert psychologist Karaoğlu emphasized that skills need to be updated and improved in order
to provide effective trainings and to be active trainers, and added: “In today's competitive
environment, success and persistence are possible with qualified manpower; and this is
possible by training. ‘Training of the Trainer’ is an important program where one can develop
himself / herself in the areas of a person's abilities and knowledge and gain new opportunities
as a successful trainer.”
HORIZON OF TRAINERS IS EXPANDING
Expert psychologist Karaoğlu continued her speech as follows:
“This program is designed to educate trainers; The aim of this course is to introduce the basic
concepts of education, principles and the teaching methods of the group and one to one, to
provide educational skills, to determine the basic principles of adult education and to develop
the qualifications of educators. After the training passed, the horizons of educators will
expand and new doors will be opened to them.”
“WE DISSEMINATE TRAININGS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY”
Talking about the ‘Training of the Trainer program’ and about their intentions which aims to
open many educational programs throughout the country Director of the Continuing
Education Center Asst. Prof. Dr. Fatih Fuat Tuncer said: “With this program, we aim to ensure
that the trainer conveys the work to the employees of the institution in a more efficient and
serving manner and to develop their skills and behaviors in this direction, and to become a
model individual who is sharing this responsibility. Providing the quality of its education with
the accreditations received from Europe, IGU gives all the trainings under the assurance of the
university”.
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EMDR trainings start at IGU
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) trainings, which will be organized
for psychiatrists, psychiatry assistants, psychologists and psychological counseling and
guidance department graduates, start at Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) Continuing
Education Center.
Speaking about EMDR trainings organized by Istanbul Gelişim University in collaboration with
Boğaziçi Mental Health Association EMDR instructor Psychiatry Specialist. Asst. Prof. Dr. Onur
Okan Demirci said: "We want to play an effective role in modern and effective psychotherapy
practices with trainings. EMDR trainings provide effective intervention skills in many
psychiatric and psychological disorders including traumatic stress disorder and psychological
trauma, for this purpose we train psychotherapists who will have the ability to intervene
effectively in many conditions".
“WE AIM TO TRAIN FORESIGHTED SPECIALISTS”
Indicating that their aim is to train foresighted expert teams in the field of psychotherapy, with
ability of developing themselves, independent of judgmental thoughts, Dr. Demirci added:
“We have a very important role as mental health professionals. We have to know the value of
this firstly within ourselves. We must approach each other in the framework of love, respect
and understanding and raise our knowledge to the highest levels”.
Emphasizing that professionals in the field of EMDR trainings will move their skills to better
positions Dr. Demirci expressed: “In this process, we will continue our support until the end
and we will transfer EMDR trainings in the most accurate and effective way. In order to ensure
the efficiency of these trainings to the highest level, we will put forward our whole self”.
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TRAININGS WILL LAST 6 DAYS
With a total of 6 days of basic EMDR trainings, the participants gain complete intervention
skills in the trauma. Stating that they will fully support the participants after the theoretical,
practical and applied training to provide them with complete EMDR Dr. Onur Okan Demirci,
Chairman of the Boğaziçi Mental Health Association added that they would use their energies
to the end on it.
1st Module of EMDR trainings as basic level will be held on 10-11 February 2019, 2nd Module
on 17-18 February 2019, 1st Supervision applications 17 March 2019, 2nd Supervision
applications will be held on 21 April 2019.
Participants who will be subjected to written and practical exams at the end of the EMDR
trainings given by the Continuing Education Center, will be entitled to have EMDR certification
approved by IGU, which have international accreditation, Higher Education Council (YÖK) and
Boğaziçi Mental Health Association, if they are successful.

IGU students met with Prof. Dr. Ismail Hakkı Aydın
Prof. Dr. Ismail Hakkı Aydın was hosted in the activity entitled “Interview on the Mysterious
Coasts of the Brain” organized by Istanbul Gelisim University. Having worked in many fields,
Aydın emphasized the importance of brain, intelligence and work for the world and the future.
At the event where the questions such as why the brain does not get tired why we should run
the brain, and how to operate it, was answered, Prof. Dr. Ismail Hakkı Aydın, who has many
works in the fields of art, music and philosophy focused on the scientific properties also
clarified the phrase profoundly known among the people, "the brain is tired when much
information is loaded", said:
“The brain opens and evolves as information loads. The brain does not recognize the boundary
and area when making this storage. A person can learn and speak multiple languages at the
same time, or a person can succeed in more than one and many separate areas. For example;
A person can be the best lawyer in the world, the best engineer and best artist at the same
time. The brain also has room for all this information because the person does not have to
limit himself.”
At the end of the interactive activity with students, a plaque of appreciation was presented
on behalf of the university to Prof. Dr. Ismail Hakkı Aydın by the Director of the School of
Health Sciences A. Yüksel Barut.

